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Abstract - Using command language for handling databases is usually knowledgeable and sophisticated problem. To overcome 
this, we proposed a model in NLP for converting the Natural Language Query to SQL query. This helps novice user to urge required 
content without knowing any complex details about SQL. A Natural Language Interface for Database acts as an intelligent 
interface for database which allows users to access the database by typing requests in their natural language. The steps involved 
during this process are tokenization, lemmatization, parts of speech tagging, parsing and mapping. The natural language interface 
is capable for translating the natural language query given by the user into an equivalent one in Database Query Language. The 
paper would give an overall view of the usage of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and use of normal expressions to map the 
query in English to SQL. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Natural Language Processing may be a subfield of AI want to build intelligent computers which will interact with the person 
sort of a person. Most of the organizations use database to store different types of information like employee's data, financial 
data and statistical data related to company's growth, administrative information and so on. Database acts as the main source 
of information and organizes the data in a model that supports processes requiring information Main purpose of Natural 
Language Query Processing is for the interpretation of the English sentences by computer. The System proposes the 
architecture for processing the English Query fired by user to get SQL query using input as the text or speech. Speech 
recognition mainly deals with the ability of a machine or program to identify words and phrases in spoken language and 
convert them to a machine-readable format. Keyword based interface accepts query sort of program query which retrieves 
keyword from the input query and converts into SQL by applying rules from the generated knowledge domain. Natural 
Language Interface is applied on various formats of knowledge for natural language input query.  

The system will contain supporting features such as GUI. On GUI, there the user can enter in natural language. When user will 
enter of in English Language, query will get converted to SQL query. The user can either view equivalent SQL query or can 
execute it directly. Objective of this paper is to convert a natural language query into a SQL to simplify data extraction. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Formation of SQL from Natural Language Query using NLP. Although several methodologies are employed to extract 
information from a database, Natural Language Processing has set a new standard in doing the same. This work presents a 
clear picture on the steps that are involved in NLP. Various processes like tokenization, lemmatization, syntactic and semantic 
analysis are administered to get the same SQL query from a natural language query. [1] 

A review of various approaches in natural language interfaces to databases. This paper mainly attempts to introduce the basic 
concept of NLIDBs and different architectures of NLIDBs and we conclude the paper with some of the advantages and problems 
of using NLIDBs. [4] 

Translating controlled natural language query into SQL query using pattern matching technique. In this paper, we present an 
approach to convert a Hindi sentence into SQL query. We implement a system that uses the morphological analyzer and word 
group analyzer to extract and tag the keyword. Domain-oriented dictionary are used to determine the type of keyword used in 
input query. [8] 

Conversion of Natural Language Query to SQL Query. Use of Natural Language brings ease for any person. This system will help 
T&P officer to easily retrieve and manage data from student database using simple English language. There is no need for the 
user to learn complex query language like SQL. [3] 
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Using natural language processing so as to make SQL queries. By providing an expert system, we are encoding hidden mystery of 
natural language; the very fact that common words tend to possess multiple meanings can cause ambiguity, the expert system 
can maintain database that represents the state of the world by looking at the context surrounding the sentences and receives 
the best recognized from the text. [11] 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The proposed system is meant to attenuate the communication gap between a person’s and computer. A system is meant which 
contains an intelligent layer that accepts common user’s sentences in natural language as input, converts these sentences into 
standard SQL queries and executes them to retrieve data from relational databases. Our proposed system consists of several 
modules that are used to extract key words alone and leave out the redundant data. This is critical because presence of 
redundant data will certainly decrease the overall performance of the system. Input data initially goes through an NLP phase 
followed by a mapping phase. 
 

3.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
 
 The system has a user-friendly GUI which consists of a query editor through which the user can provide the English language 
query to the system and a query generator that provides the resultant Query of the user's request. 

3.2 Natural Language Processor (NLP) 
 
 The input provided by the user must be processed to identify the constraints and predicates required to formulate the 
desired SQL query. The NLP makes use of techniques such as tokenization, part of speech tagging, chunking and entity 
recognition. The NLP provides chunked tags which are processed to analyses the attributes and predicates such as table name, 
attribute name or column names and selection conditions or criteria for the input user’s query. 

3.3. Query Generator  
 
 The query generator makes use of a query translation. The algorithm helps in identification of predicates based on the set of 
rules. A prediction model is, used when the translation algorithm fails to generate sufficient information to formulate the query, 
also included in the query generator to predict the query. The formulation of query is done with the help of pre-defined structure 
and attributes and predicates identified using NLP. 

 

 
Fig -1: Proposed System Model 

 
In the pre-processing phase, the input sentence is split into tokens. From these tokens, root is extracted by getting obviate 
inflectional morphemes. This is done with the help of lexicon and suffix replacement rules. Second phase of database 
component is database management system (DBMS) which execute the SQL query over the database. 

Third phase of database component is response generator. It takes the output of DBMS as its input and converts it into the 
English language. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we present an approach to convert an English   sentence into SQL query. the result of using an expert system 
beside common existing solutions for transforming natural language expressions to SQL query language. There is no need for 
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the user to learn complex query language like SQL. The facility to accept the input in speech format makes the system user-
friendly. Our system will convert natural language query into SQL language query and provides required information. 
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